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The lncos data system uses a unique acquisition interface designed to combine high sensitivity and wide dynamic range. Optimum performance of the data system requires careful
adjustment and selection of hardware and software parameters. Proper setting of these
parameters is essential for accurate determination of isotope ratios which is necessary
for applications such as isotope enrichment studies and calculation of the carbon atom
content of molecular ions. Precise adjustment of data system-mass spectrometer interface
parameters is essential for tuning the system to meet the United States Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) decafluorotriphenylphosphine (DFTP P) specifications.
This technical report explains the basic theory and operation of the Incos acquisition
system and presents methods for correctly setting interface zero and software acquisit ion
parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL
A Finnigan Model 4021 automated GC/ MS system was used for collection of data. The
procedures cited for setting system parameters are specific to this system. However, the
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Finnigan Model 4021 Automated GC/ MS System .
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description of the hardware interface (Model 2010 interface module) and the methods
used to select software acquisition parameters are applicable to the lncos data system
interfaced to any mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer amplifier zero controls and
the availability of an analog oscilloscope will likely differ on non-Finnigan mass spectrometer systems.
DISCUSSION
The following section is divided into four principal topics which describe the acquisition
system, explain procedures to obtain correct preamplifier and ADC zero, descr ibe
diagnostics to verify zero settings, and illustrate methods to determine proper software
filtering parameters.
I. DESCRIPTION OF THE ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Connection between the mass spectrometer preamplifier (analog signal) and the computer
hardware (digital signal) is made via the 2010 interface module. A diagram of the acquisition system and an exploded view of the 2010 interface module is shown in Figures 1 and
2. Analog signals arrivt! at the interface module from the mass spectrom eter preamplifier
and are directed to one of two integrators via a switching circuit which operates at a 40
kHz switching rate, i.e., every 25

)lS .

The swi tching circuitry causes one integrator to

accept and buffer incorrting signals from the preamplifier whi le the other integrator
transfers the buffered signal to a 12 bit analog to digital converter (ADC) (Figure 2). The
output of the ADC is then transferred to a digital transceiver. The function of the digital
transceiver is to effect a clean signal transfer between the 2010 interface and the
computer system . This eliminates spurious signals resulting from ground loops or other
electronic interferences.

Each discreet digital signal represents one data point per

integrator sampling interval.

As data points arrive at the microprocessor-based MS-10

board in the computer mainframe, a threshold comparator allows only those signals equal
to or greater than the selected software threshold value to proceed to the central
processing unit (CPU).

The software threshold value (T) represents digital converter

units; each unit is equivalent to 2.5 mY of analog signal, i.e., Tl, T2, . . . equals 2.5 mY,
5.0 mY, . . .

; this value is set by the user in the MSDS program ACQU. Data points

passing the threshold criterium transfer to the CPU for the following successive manipulations:
1.

Minimum peak width and

~·

These user selected parameters (commands W

and M in the program ACQU) filter non-mass spectral data which pass

threshold filtering.
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Diagram of I ncos Data Acquisition/ Processing/ Sto rage System.
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2.

Fragmentor buffering and logic.

This algorithm defines a mass spectral peak

when the valley between two adjacent peaks exceeds the threshold value.
Calculations are based upon a user selected value that is a percentage of the
mass peak width.

Mass peak width is a user defined parameter set in the

program SYST and is dependent upon the mass spectrometer resolution setting.
Calculation of peak intensity and centroid time. These values are calculated

3.

respectively from peak area integration and first moment data.
Data acquired in the "profile" mode does not undergo fragmenting or centroiding before
transfer to disc.

Selection and application of the various software data filtering

parameters will be discussed in Section IV.
II. PROCEDURE FOR SETTING PREAMPLIFIER AND ADC ZERO
It is extremely important that
the electronic zero level of the
preamplifier corresponds directly to the zero value of the
ADC.

If these values do not

.. .,,_

correspond, improper measure-

noo

ments of mass peak intensities

0. AAff
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are made (Figure 3) resulting in

I'A"e<,(

inaccurate calculations of isoW t AAIIQ
ftlOLOft

tope ratios and elimination of
small, yet real, peaks.
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Proper

adjustment of the preamplifier I ADC zero can be easily accomplished using the oscillo-

Figure 3.

scope provided with Finnigan
3000

and

4000

Series

Results of Various ADC Zero Settings.
A Represents Preamplifier Signal; B Represents
ADC Zero.

mass

spectrometers. The following steps will assure correct matching of preamplifier and ADC
zero settings.
1.

Assure proper internal preamplifier alignment by following the steps outlined
under "Preamplifier Alignment" in the Finnigan 4000 MS Maintenance Manual
P/ N 40000-90191 or by following the instructions provided by the manufacturer
of your electronics package.
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2.

Adjust the Oscilloscope Module and Quadrupole Electronics Module (QEM)
controls as follows:
Scope sensitivity

3.

Preamp Sensitivity

5 mY/ division
10-7 A/ V

Preamp Filter

30 u/ s X 100

Oscilloscope Mode

TEST

Scan

OFF

Filament

OFF

Electron Multiplier

OFF

Adjust the vertical position of the oscilloscope trace to match one of the
horizontal grid lines on the screen.

4.

Depress the SINGLE mode pushbutt on (internal scan control).

5.

Each major vertical division (1 em) on the oscilloscope will represent 5 m V of
analog signal. Using the potentiometer located in the center of the preamplifier sensitivity switch, adjust the trace on the oscilloscope to be about 1 mV
(0.2 em) above the TEST position.
6. Adjust the trim resistor pot
R18 on the top edge of the
Receiver/ ADC board (marked
Z3 on the board) in the 2010
module (Figure 4a) to set the
intensity of the light emitting
diode (LED) representing bit 1
of the ADC to be 10-30% of
full-light intensity. Using t rim

Figure 4a.

Location o f R18 Trim Res1sto r Pot on Rece1ver/ ADC Board.

resistor pot R18, bit 1 LED can
be adjusted through its full in-

-

tensity range, allowing an accurate estimate of 10-30% of
full- light intensity.

The bit 1

LED is located on the front
panel of the 2010 module, bottom row , right end, nearest the
Figure 4b.

Figure 4.

Location of the Bit 1 LED on the 2010 Interface Front Panel.

on/ off switch as shown in Fig-

lncos Model 2010 ADC/ DAC Interface Module.

ure 4b.
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The preamplifier and ADC zeros will now be equivalent. Unless changes are made in the
electronic components, it is unlikely that this procedure will need to be repeated.

An

occasional visual check will assure that electronic drift has not occurred.
III. DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE FOR VERIFYING ZERO SETTING
There is a direct relationship between the preamplifier signal observed on the oscilloscope
and the digital signal processed by the data system. Utilizing one of the Incos software
diagnostic programs, PROF, this section describes a procedure which provides evidence of
proper zero settings and also allows the user to determine the presence of excessive
electronic interference, i.e., noise.
1.

Complete the adjustments outlined in Section II.

2.

Using the program SYST (system), request 250 samples per peak centroid and
write the descriptor to the disc using the "W" command.

3.

Using the potentiometer preamplifier sensitivity switch located on the QEM,
adjust the oscilloscope trace to 4 mV (0.8 em) above the TEST level.

4.

Set the mass spectrometer for external scan control by depressing the DATA
scope mode pushbutton. On systems not configured for internal/ external scan
control through the DATA pushbutton on the oscilloscope module, place the
INT/ EXT scan control switch to the EXT position. Set the mass spectrometer
scan mode to ON (toggle switch under the QEM cover, lower right side).

5.

Scan the instrument from 50 to 700 u in 2 seconds (1.95 seconds on up scan, 0.05
seconds hold at bottom).

6.

Proceed to ACQU and set minimum peak width, minimum peak area, and AI D
threshold to 1, 0, and 1 respectively.

7.

With the filament and electron multiplier OFF and no carrier gas flowing into
the source (vacuum divert on), acquire one scan of profile data ("C"

command

toggles the centroid/ profile flag in ACQU). Since the signal was purposely set
above threshold, the scan may truncate. Truncation of scans occurs because
the buffer capacity of the computer is exceeded before the signal falls below
threshold;

however the necessary data will be acquired even if the scan does

truncate in this case.

Examine the data using the program PROF with a

minimum peak width setting of 1. A typical output is illustrated in Figure 5.
The y-axis represents ADC units. The data indicate that the processed
bandwidth of the signal was between 1 and 2 ADC units (2.5 and 5.0 mV). This
demonstrates that the maximum range of the electronic noise was no greater
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than +1 ADC unit (+2 .5 mV).

This electronic noise represents contributions

from preamplifier, signal cables, and 2010 interface electronics.

It does not

reflect noise contributions from the electron multiplier or its power supply.
8.

In the SINGLE mode adjust the oscilloscope trace between 0 and 1 mV (0-0.2
em) above the TEST mode trace, return to DATA mode, acquire another profile
scan, and plot the data as outlined in the previous step.

This should now produce

an output similar to Figure 6
which shows an occasional trig-
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gering of 1 ADC unit.

This

demonstrates that the correct
set ting for preamplifier zero
has been attained. If this type
of output cannot be obtained,
the preamplifier and/or interface electronics may be producing excessive noise.

The

noise contribution of the elec-
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tron multiplier can be investigated by performing this same

Diagnosis Of Profile Data of Electronic Noise.

Figure 5.

test (Step 8) with the electron
multiplier ON and adjusted to
normal gain (voltage). With the
filament

OFF,

the

output
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software filtering (see Section
Noise

IV), an attempt to eliminate unwanted signals by such filtering
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or improper zeroing methods such as over-zeroing the preamplifierI ADC will
result in erroneous intensity ratios. This will be especially noticeable for lower
intensity mass peaks.
IV. DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION OF SOFTWARE ACQUISITION FILTERS
The acquisition software contains several filters to discriminate against spurious electronic noise. Values for these filters (AI D threshold, minimum peak width, and minimum
peak area) are variable and provide the flexibility to acquire and store meaningful mass
spectral data while minimizing interference of electronic noise. The absolute value of
these parameters may vary slightly depending upon the individual characteristics of the
particular GC/MS system. Even if the preamplifier/ ADC zero is set correctly, improper
setting of these parameters will cause loss of peaks, incorrect isotope ratio measurements, inefficient use of CPU time, and/ or wasted storage of meaningless data on the
disc.

The procedure to select software filtering values is given below along with a

theoretical discussion of the ramifications of software filtering changes. The procedure
assumes that Sections II and III have been satisfactorily implemented.
1.

Enter the program SYST and request 15 samples per peak centroid. Write the
descriptor to the disc using the "W" command. The acquisition program calculates the width of a peak in milliseconds (ms) based on the scan parameters (50700 u in 1.95 seconds = 333.33 u/ s) and the peak width value from SYST (in this
case 1000 millimass units, mmu) as follows:

1 u X 1 s/333.33 u = 3 ms/ u.

Hence, the width of one integration interval will be 3 ms/ 15 = 0. 2 ms; 0.2 ms is
equivalent to eight 25 ll s samples.

This calculation is reported in the text

displayed by the ACQU command and shows both the number of samples per
peak and the size of the integration intervals.
The data system will not sum more than eight 25 llS samples. Therefore, if the
scan rate, the peak width or the number of samples per peak centroid results in
an integration interval larger than 0.2 ms, the data system automatically will
increase the samples per peak centroid value until it is consistent with 0.2 ms
integrat ion intervals.
2.

Under the same conditions shown in Section III - Step 8 and with the electron
multiplier OFF, acquire one scan of profile data and display it with the program
PROF. A typical output is shown in Figure 7. The y-axis shows the number of
ADC units triggered during each 0.2 ms integration interval. Note that the first
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Intensity (integrated ADC units ) Of Noise
Produced During 200 J.LSec Integration Intervals.

exceeded and what was meant
to be a diagonal line appears as
two vertical lines with a slight

offset.

This is actually advantageous since the slope of a true diagonal line

could not easily be seen. In the above case the 5 ADC counts were recorded
over sixteen 25 J.l s samples. Statistically, the probability of 2 of these 5 ADC
counts occurring in any one of the sixteen 25 J.l s samples is small, and since the
ADC threshold comparator acts before the 25 J.l S samples are summed, it is
likely that an ADC threshold setting of 2 would eliminate this noise. Unfortunately, increasing the ADC threshold to 2 may significantly affect the area of
very small real peaks.
To explain further the function
of the various software filters,
let us examine a hypothetical
small peak which is 3.0 ms wide
(one

mass

333.33 u/s).

unit

divided

by

A representation

of such a peak is illustrated in
Figure 8. The x-axis is divided
into 200 J.l s integration intervals resulting from the sum-
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mation of eight 25 J.l s sampling
intervals.

These

integration

Figure 8.

Representation of a Hypothetical Mass Peak of
1 Mass Unit Width (1 u ) Showing Integrated
ADC Units for Consecutive 200 J.lSec Integration
Intervals A-P.
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intervals are denoted as A through S. The y-axis shows the integrated ADC counts. In
integration interval C a total of eight ADC counts were recorded in the 200 ~ s period.
These eight counts could have occurred as:

(a.) all eight counts in a single sampling

interval, (b.) one count in each sampling interval or (c.) any permutation of (a.) and (b.).
By applying various software filters we can observe their effects.

For this discussion a

"mass peak" is defined as the
integra ted ADC counts from
the time the signal exceeds

• r-

--·--

AID threshold to the time the

INT[GMTM)H

signal

dips

below

threshold value.

the

INTERVAL

AI D

By using set-

AOC
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tings of AI D threshold at 1,

• r-

minimum peak width at 1, and
minimum area at 10, the entire

' I-

region from interval B through
interval 0 qualifies as a peak
with an integrated area of 147

I
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(Figure 8).
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Interval R meets

the minimum width and AI D
criteria, but it will be rejected
due to the minimum area filter.
This interval is likely to be

Figure 9.

ADC Units Observed in Individual 25 p.Sec
Sampling Intervals. Vertical Lines Separate
200 p.Sec Integration Intervals, A thru E,
Composed of Eight 25 p.Sec Sampling Intervals
Each.

noise of the type observed in Figure 7. It would appear that increasing the AI D threshold
value to 2 would (a.) eliminate interval D and (b.) intervals B and C would meet the
criteria for a separate peak and be stored on the disc.
threshold comparator is introduced before the 25

~s

However, because the ADC

samples are summed, raising the AI D

threshold to 2 is likely to have a significant effect on the peak intensity.

An expanded

portion of the intervals A through E from Figure 8 is shown in Figure 9. This diagram
represents just one possible statistical distribution of the data. It serves to illustrate the
effect that the AI D threshold setting has on small peaks (low ion currents with poor ion
statistics). As shown in Figure 9 it is obvious that the total area of the hypothetical peak
in Figure 8 would be reduced significantly if the AI D threshold were raised to 2.
The minimum peak width filter value is the number of consecutive non-zero samples
which must occur before the data are saved. This filter also can significantly affect the
recorded intensities of very small peaks. The value should usually be set to one integra-
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tion interval ("Wl" command in ACQU). Values higher than unity may cause inaccurate
measurement of small peaks.
Use of the minimum area filter is the best software filter for "noise" and is also least
likely to eliminate "real" data. Appropriate minimum area values to reject noise can be
determined from PROFILE data as obtained in Section IV, Step 2 (Figure 7).
In addition to electronic noise and real chemical information, signals may occasionally
arise from X-ray radiation and neutral molecules entering the electron multiplier. These
signals are real in the sense that they result from events occurring on the first surface of
the electron multiplier. These events will occur randomly throughout the observed mass
spectrum since X-rays and neutrals are unaffected by the RF / DC field of the quadrupole
mass filter. Elimination of these effects from the mass spectrum using software filtering
will provide better quality spectra and further reduce data storage requirements.
It has already been shown that improperly set values for A/ D threshold or minimum peak

width filters can detrimentally affect isotope ratio measurements.

The minimum area

filter should be applied to discriminate against noise generated from X-rays and neutral
species without further changes in the threshold or minimum width settings. The proper
minimum area setting can be established by using the PROF program to determine the
average area of the signals:
1. Set the mass spectrometer to INTERNAL SCAN (SINGLE pushbutton on the
preamplifier module).
2.

Pressurize the source to normal operating pressure, i.e., carrier gas entering
the source.

3.

Set the first mass to m/ z 600

and turn the mass range potentiometer fully

counterclockwise to pass only X-ray or neutral noise and ions at m/ z 600, an
area of the mass spectrum which should have no real mass peaks.
4.

Acquire profile data using the conditions described in Section IV (electron
multiplier ON, filament ON). Examine the data using the PROF program: a
plot similar to Figure 7 should be obtained which shows only the random signal
from neutrals and stray radiation (Figure 10).

Note that a minimum area

intensity setting of 50 will eliminate nearly all of the random data. The mass
scale is meaningless in this plot since the data system was not controlling the
scan func tion; the plot represents random noise vs. time.
The intensity value reported in the PROF program output is the integrated AI D units for
the peak. This value is modified by the intensity/ ion value in the SYST program. Hence,
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An example of actual peak profile data from the m/ z 442 region of the DFTPP spectrum is
shown in Figure 11.

11. 1

..,

The data

are from a 25 nanogram splitless injection of DFTPP on a 30
meter capillary column. Notice
that although the signal re-

Figure 10. Peak Profi le data Showing Noise Due to Neutrals and
Stray Radiation.

mained above the set threshold
value over the entire four mass
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unit region, the deconvolution
algorithm

in program

PROF

properly resolved the signal into four peaks.
The temptation to impose filtering

during

acquisition

to

eliminate small chemical background peaks should be resisted.
M I.-

Analysis of the background data
usually shows that the peaks in
question are real and result from

Figure 11 .
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Peak Profile Data Showing the m/ z 442 Region
of the DFTPP Spectrum .

a variety of chemical contamination sources.

The acquisition system cannot dis-

criminate against small chemical background peaks and still properly integrate a "real"
sample peak. Obviously, the most effective way to deal with background peaks is to eliminate the source of contamination. Frequent contributors to chemical background such as
GC column bleed, septa, pump oil, sample-contaminated ion source, and phthalate
plasticizers are best eliminated by using better system maintenance and sample handling
procedures.

The Incos system contains some very sophisticated algorithms to help the
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user deal with chemical background which cannot be eliminated from the data during
acquisition. These enhancement algorithms are documented in the Incos manual and are
quite reliable in providing accurate spectra free of background contamination.
CONCLUSION
Clearly, careful selection of filtering parameters and zero settings is necessary to obtain
accurate intensity measurements of very small peaks.

For analyses where accurate

intensity measurements of small peaks are important, AI D threshold and minimum peak
width values should both be set to L

The minimum area filter should then be imposed to

eliminate electronic noise, X-radiation and neutral noise as outlined above. For analyses
where accurate intensity measurements of very small peaks are not important, increasing
the AID threshold is an appropriate way to reduce the data rate. For larger mass peaks
(high ion currents with good ion statistics) where the slope rises rapidly at the peak edges,
increasing the minimum peak width and AI D threshold settings within reasonable limits
will have little effect on the total peak intensity.
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